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Abstract 
We study group actions on homology spheres and find that, unlike the case for 
homologically trivial actions, in the nonhomologically trivial case there exists an obstruction 
to the existence of such actions. 
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1. Introduction 
In [31, Davis and Weinberger prove the following: 
Theorem 1.1. Assume r # 3 is odd, G is a finite group and 2:* is a simply-connected 
p=,,, -homology sphere. Then G acts freely and homologically trivially on 2 if and 
only if G acts freely and homologically trivially on S’. 
In this paper, we consider the remaining case, actions which fail to preserve 
orientation (and hence are homologically nontrivial). We note a well-known fact: 
Proposition 1.2. Suppose 2:’ is a manifold (‘37 = Top, PL or Diff) which is a 
z ,G ,-homology sphere, and suppose G acts freely on 2 without preserving orienta- 
tions. Then r is even and G = 27,. 
Proof. For any orientation-reversing element g E G (considered as a %-isomor- 
phism 2 + 2) the Lefschetz number L(g) = 1 - (- 1)’ (since H, Z/{torsion) E 
H, S’ implies that the only contributions to L(g) are in the top and bottom 
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dimensions, and since g reverses orientation it is degree - 1). Since G acts freely 
g can have no fixed points, and the Lefschetz fixed point theorem implies that 
L(g) = 0; from this r = 2k is clear. If there exists h E G which preserves orienta- 
tion, then by the same considerations we see that L(h) = 1 + (- 112“ = 2. The 
Lefschetz theorem implies h must have a fixed point and so must be the identity 
element (as G acts freely). It is easy to see from this that G must be the group Z,. 
0 
Thus we consider the question of existence of free, orientation-reversing involu- 
tions on Z(,,-homology spheres of even dimension. The first result we will prove 
shows that in the Top and PL cases the result of Davis and Weinberger is in one 
sense sharp. 
Theorem 1.3. Every even-dimensional Top or PL Z(,,-homology sphere which has a 
free orientation-reversing involution is Z(,, -homology h-cobordant to the standard 
sphere (that is, ZC2,-homology nullcobordant >. 
We will also see that in general, HC2) -homology spheres are not necessarily 
Zo,-homology nullcobordant, so the theorem gives a nontrivial restriction. The first 
examples occur in dimension 34 (Theorem 3.1 and [7]). Note also that this 
contrasts with the orientation-preserving case. For example, if G = k, and n is 
odd, then there exist many free linear actions of Z, on S2k+‘. As a result, every 
simply-connected Z.-homology (2k + D-sphere has a free orientation-preserving 
action of Z,; using Proposition 2.2 below, every Za,-homology sphere is Z(,,-ho- 
mology cobordant to one with a free action. 
We can also use the same methods to address the smooth case. Here we have a 
similar result, although the group of homotopy spheres comes into play. 
Corollary 1.4. A ZC2,-homology sphere Z2” can have a free, orientation-reversing 
involution only if 2 is ZC2)- homology h-cobordant to a homotopy sphere with such an 
involution. 
The author would like to thank Shmuel Weinberger for many helpful conversa- 
tions, and the referee for pointing out an error in the submitted version. 
2. Definitions 
We will be working with the following situation for the remainder of this paper. 
Let X2n be a simply-connected @?-manifold with a @-map 4 : Zzn + S2” which is a 
Z(,,-homology equivalence (%? = Top, PL or Diff). We are interested in what 
obstructions might prevent the existence of a free involution on 2 which reverses 
orientation, even though such an involution exists on S2” (the antipodal map). 
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Let O,,, be the group of homotopy 2n-spheres (up to h-cobordism) and let O$z 
be the group of H(,,-homology h-cobordism classes of h(,,-homology 2n-spheres, 
both with the connected sum action. As we will see, even in the PL case the latter 
is generally a nontrivial group. 
Note that if Z2” represents an element of this group which has an involution 
T :J$ + 2 which reverses orientation we can construct a manifold W = (Z X I) U T 
2. The boundary of this manifold is clearly aW = 2 - T(2) = Z + 2 (where -M 
indicates the manifold A4 with reversed orientation), and W is clearly a Z(,,-ho- 
mology h-cobordism. This shows that 2 represents an element of order 2 in O$?, 
and we have a linkage between the group structure of O(21,) and the existence of 
involutions on representatives of group elements. 
Lemma 2.1. If Z represents an element of odd order in O$z, then 2 does not possess 
an orientation-reversing involution. 
Making use of the local surgery sequence of Quinn [8], we now describe O$z. In 
particular, we will see that in the PL case the group is odd torsion and Theorem 
1.3 follows. For any set of primes P and l-connected complex X” (m > 5) which 
satisfies Poincart duality in ZCpi coefficients, we have an exact sequence as follows: 
where 9(X; Z,,,) is the set of degree-l P-equivalences f : M +XCpj (M a 
%?-manifold) modulo P-local h-cobordism; and J”(X; H,,,) the set of local normal 
maps. (Although omitted for clarity, both A”(X; Z,,,) and 9(X; E,,,) have %? 
subscripts, which will be reflected in their calculation.) There is a corresponding 
sequence for the case r1 f 0 with certain modifications of the definition. See [81 
for precise definitions. 
Proposition 2.2. Every ZC2) -homology sphere (of dimension at least 5) is Z(,,-ho- 
mology cobordant to a simply-connected Z(,,-homology sphere. 
Proof. Suppose Z is a Za,-homology sphere with r1 # 0. In this case we can surger 
_Z to kill ri, creating new homology in dimension 2. Since H&E; Z,,,) = 0, the new 
space 2’ will be simply-connected, and H2(Z’; Z,,,) will be Z(,)-free. Surgering a 
HC2,-homology basis of embedded spheres produces a Z(,,-homology sphere which 
is simply-connected, and the trace of these surgeries is a Z(,,-homology h-cobor- 
dism. q 
Hence our restriction to simply-connected spaces is seen to be less of a 
limitation than it might initially appear to be. 
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Lemma 2.3. F(S2”; ZC2,) z O$z?,,, and the group structure on O$z makes the above 
sequence an exact sequence of groups. 
Proof. We note that a degree-l map f : A4 + S:2;” is a (2)-local equivalence if and 
only if it is a Zn,-homology equivalence, which would imply that M is a Z(,,-ho- 
mology sphere. Also, every k-manifold has an (up to homotopy) unique degree-l 
map to the sphere Sk; if the manifold is a Z(,,-homology 2n-sphere, then the 
composition of this map with localization of the sphere will be a (2)-local equiva- 
lence. As a result, Y(S2”; E,,,) = @is as sets of cobordism classes. Y(S2”; H& 
has a group structure coming from connected sum which agrees with that on O$z 
(observing that Sk#Sk z Sk in a natural way). 
We can also put such a group structure on JYS2”; Z,,,) using its geometric 
definition. It is the set of equivalence classes of degree-l maps M + S2” which 
preserve B CZC2, lifts of the 2-local Spivak normal fibration. Note that all degrees 
are with respect to .Z(,,-coefficients. 
The fact that the group structures fit naturally into that of the surgery sequence 
follows as it does for the case of O,,. This and sequence (1) combine to give an 
exact sequence of groups: 
(2) 
According to [8, 2.31 there is a long exact sequence 
+ MS’%(+,/Z) +=J”( Xi +,) + [X W‘%P)] 
+ MS%-@‘(&), (3) 
continued to the left by XXI. Here MS’ZY@,,,/Z) is the homotopy fiber of the 
localization map MS%? + MSe(;,,; the homotopy sequence of a fibration gives us 
MSF&‘,(Z&Z) = (MS@& @ MSgU+l @ (Z,,,/Z) (where GP is the torsion part of 
G relatively prime to P). In the case X = S2” and P = (2) we get a long exact 
sequence of groups, which behaves well with respect to the surgery sequence: 
-+ 772n + ,(G/‘W2) -+ MS,572n(q2,/‘q 
+S2”; z,,,) -+ 772n(G/O2) ~M%-,(hc2,/h). (4) 
3. Computation of 0;; for E = Top or PL 
Obviously, since Top/PL E K(Z,, 3), Z(,,-homology spheres of dimension at 
least 5 all have unique PL-structures, as do h(,,-homology h-cobordisms, so 
@#Top) = O$z(PL). 
We recall calculations made by May [7] which show that MSPL, generally does 
contain odd torsion, hence MSPL,@,,,/Z) is a nontrivial odd torsion group. In 
fact, although the structure of MSPL is difficult to describe succinctly, it is true 
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that for almost any k, (MSPLk)odd will be nontrivial. (See, for example, Madsen 
and Milgram [6, p. 255] for a table of 3-torsion in the first 50 dimensions of 
MSPL.) Also, observe that rationalized MSPL is isomorphic to rationalized MSO 
and hence the only free terms in MSPL* occur in dimension 4k. Since 
7T zn + 1( G /PL)<2> = 0, this implies that there is odd torsion injecting into 
JY(S2n; 1'(2)). 
In the case 2n 4k + 2, (4) becomes the exact sequence 
0---? (MSPL 4k+z)odd---? .!Y( S 4k+ 2 ; Z<2>) ---? 1r4k+ 2( G jPL) ---? 0. 
(since J.L has domain isomorphic to z2 and target an odd torsion group, J.L must be 
the zero map). Since this sequence is compatible with the surgery sequence (2), 
and since 7T4k+ 2(G /PL) ~ L4k+iZ(2)) ~ Z2 (detected by the Arf invariant) and 
L 2n + 1(1'<2>) ~ 0, we see that (2) reduces to the sequence 
0---? (9~~+ 2 ---? .!Y( S4k+ 2 ; Z<z))---? L 4k+z(Z(2)) 
Together with our analysis of JY(S 4k+ 2 ; Z<2>) this shows that in fact, (9~~+ 2 ~ 
(MSPL4k+Z EB MSPL4k+ 3)odd> an odd torsion group. 
The case 2n = 4k requires a bit more work. Here we have 7T4k(G /PL)(z) ~ 1'<2> 
and L4k(Z<2>) ~ Z E9 (group of exponent 4), detected by (u EB torsion invariants). It 
is clear that (9~~ has odd torsion in this case as well, but looking ahead to the 
smooth case we would like to understand the map J.L : 1r4iG jPL)<2> ---? 
MSPL4k-l(Z(2/Z). The generator of 7T4k(G jPL) maps to the class [M] E MSPL4k, 
where M is the almost parallizable manifold of signature 8. Tensor this map with 
1'<2> and follow it by the natural map to MSPL4k_ 1(Z(2)/Z) (from the homotopy 
sequence of the fibration) [8, Theorem 2.6]. 
Chasing diagrams we get an exact sequence: 
0---? MSPL 4k(Z<2/Z)---? .!Y( S4k; Z<2>)---? Z---? 0, 
where Z = Im( 7T4k( G jPL) ---? 7T4k( G jPL\2>) is the kernel of the map J.L just dis-
cussed. This is the same result we had in the previous case; JY(S 4k; Z<2>) consists 
of the usual (nonlocalized) bundle data, plus odd torsion coming from PL-bordism. 
Taken together with Lemma 4.2 (which handles the low-dimensional cases) we get: 
Theorem 3.1. In the case $F Top or PL, the group (9~~ is an odd torsion group 
isomorphic to the group (MSPL 2n)odd· 
As a corollary, Theorem 1.3 follows. 
Remark 3.2. Theorem 1.3 contradicts a theorem of LOffler [5, Satz D] in the PL 
case. In his proof he first constructs a chain-level involution which has the 
properties desired and then produces from this an involution on a CW complex 
which is equivalent to the original space. There seems to be gap in his passage 
from the chain-level construction to the CW category. 
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4. Computation of Oe for 8 = Diff 
This case is dealt with in [1,2]. We shall write down some details from the point 
of view of [81 so that we can easily compare the calculation with that in the 
following section for projective spaces. 
The result of the computation for %F = Diff is completely different from the PL 
case considered in the previous section. The structure of MS0 is very well known 
and contains no odd torsion. In fact, MSO, is a 2-torsion group, unless k = 0 (4), 
in which case MSO, is 2-torsion plus Z’k (corresponding to the free part of 
MSPL). Using this, we obtain 
0, k = 1, 2, 3 
MSO,(Z,,/Z) = 
i 
(4), 
(Z ,z)lk 
(2) ’ 
k=4 (4). 
Once again, there are two cases. If 2n = 4k + 2 then the sequence (4) reduces 
to 
0 +V-( S4k+2; H,,,) A *4k+2 (G/0)(2) + 0. 
Since we know that T~~+~(G/O) is a finite Abelian group this shows that there is 
an injection (natural with respect to the surgery sequences) Jtr(S4ki2; Z,,,) L+ 
rr4TT+2(G/O). Con ‘d si ering the commutative diagram of surgery sequences below 
(which is well behaved by the definitions of the local surgery sequences) 
0 - @(2) 
4ki2 - (~4k+2(G/O))even 
I 
- L4k+2@(2)) - o 
1 is 
o-o 
v IF 
I 
I 
6) 
4k+2 -r4k+2(G/o) -L,,+,(z) - 0 
we get an induced injection s : 0$)+2 + O,,+, such that I 0 s = id (1 is the natural 
geometric mapping of cobordism classes). In particular, we can also see that Oj2k)+2 
has no odd torsion (it includes into the 2-torsion part of 04k+2). 
Next we examine the case 2n = 4k. Just as in the PL case, we need to deal 
separately with the map Al. : r4k(G/O)c2, -+ ktSO,,,_,@~,,/~). We know that 
r4,(G/O) = ((finite torsion) @ E). It is clear then that the even torsion in the 
domain will map to zero in the target and we need only consider what happens to 
the generator of the h(,,-component of the domain. Similar to the PL case, we 
send 1 E Z to [N] E MSO,, such that N has signature 8n, (this reflects the fact 
that ?T4,(G/G) + T~~(G/PL) is not an isomorphism; we denote the image of 1 by 
n,). We then tensor with Z,,,/Z and compose with the appropriate map to 
MS041,_,(Z~2,/Z). It is clear by (4) that Jtr(S 4k; Z,,,) z ker(p) and that the kernel 
of p is precisely r4,(G/O)/(odd torsion). Using the fact that L,$k@) + L4k@@)) 
is one-to-one, a commutative diagram almost identical to (5) then holds in this case 
as well, and we get another induced injection s : @@ + oak which shows @@ also 
has no odd torsion. We have proven the following lemma: 
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Lemma 4.1. In the case L? = Diff, the group O$z (n > 3) is isomorphic to the 
2-torsion part of O,,. 
Remark 4.2. It is worthwhile noting that not only is O$z?,‘(Diff) even torsion, while 
O$:;‘,‘(PL) is odd torsion, but the source of the torsion differs as well. In the 
%? = Diff case, the source is even torsion in rzn(G/O), whereas in the %Y = PL case 
the source is odd torsion in the bordism groups. This also reflects the fact that 
O,,(Diff) is nontrivial, while O,,(PL) = 0. Compare also [2,11. 
Lemma 4.3. Zf %F = Top, PL or Diff, O$‘) and Oj*) are both trivial groups. 
Proof. The two-dimensional case holds by inspection. Regarding dimension four, 
note that the calculation of normal invariants is unchanged: they vanish. Surgering 
a normal nullcobordism is a five-dimensional problem which has a surgery obstruc- 
tion lying in Ls(Zc2,> = 0, and is therefore possible. The result is the desired 
nullconcordance. q 
5. Transfer from projective space 
It is clear from the above calculations that unlike the $57 = PL case, there may 
well be (non-H(,)-homology nullcobordant) smooth EC,,-homology spheres with free 
orientation-reversing involutions. We will prove the following: 
Proposition 5.1. Suppose L? = Diff and CY E 0(,2 (n > 3). Then (Y can be represented 
by a Z(,,-homology sphere possessing a free orientation-reversing involution if and 
only if s(a) E O,, has a representative with such an involution. 
Remark 5.2. Note that SC(Y) is the unique 2-torsion homotopy sphere cobordant to 
(Y. This proposition can be restated as follows: a Z(,,-homology sphere _Z can have 
an orientation-reversing involution only if it is Za,-homology cobordant to a 
homotopy sphere which possesses such an involution. 
One direction is trivial. If S(LY) is represented by a homotopy sphere 0 such that 
0 has an orientation-reversing involution, then Lemma 2.1 implies s(a) = [e] is a 
2-torsion element. Thus, 8 (regarded as a Z(,,-homology sphere) is a representative 
for (Y possessing the desired involution. 
Now consider the case where there exists an orientation-reversing involution 
T: 2 + 2, for ,Z a Z(,,-homology 2n-sphere representing cy. Then z/T will be a 
Z(,,-homology R P ‘“. To prove the second half of the proposition, we will make use 
of the fact that LY E O!$ is in the image of the natural transfer map 
7 : 27([w PZn; Z,,,) + -%s2”; ;2,,,) = O$?. In fact, we can show the following: 
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Lemma 5.3. Suppose (Y E OS? =9(S2”; Zc2,). Then 3 T : 2 + Z’, an orientation-re- 
versing involution on some representative 2 of (Y if and only if CY E Image(r). 
Proof. Suppose 3 T : 2 + 2 as desired. 2/T certainly is a nonorientable 2n-mani- 
fold with r,(_Z/T) = Z,, hence the first Stiefel-Whitney class defines a nontrivial 
map Z/T + BZ, E RP”. By cellular approximation this map is homotopic to a 
map S : C/T + R P2n c RP”; we need l to be degree 1, which in the context of an 
nonorientable manifold means we need 
to be degree 1 (where X denotes the double cover of X). 
Lemma 2.3 showed that there is a map 4: _Z + S2” + S$ (unique up to 
homotopy) dEFch that (4) represents (Y as an element of Y(S2”; Z,,,). Since 
[A@, Sk] - h is a bijection, if the degree of f is 1 then (after composition with 
localization of the sphere) that implies f- 4 : 2 
we see that {+) = {f} EP(S~~; 
-+ S$. By a simple construction 
Z,,,), and that t itself must be a (2)-local equiva- 
lence, i.e., {f] E27(RP 2n; Z,,,) and r({l}) = ($I= (Y EY(S~~; Z(,,). The proof of 
the Borsuk-Ulam Theorem shows that since 5, : r,(Z/T) + T~[WP*~ is an iso- 
morphism, the degree of c is odd. We can alter the map on the top cell to give a 
map 5’ which is of degree 1, and still induces an isomorphism on ri. This map is 
the desired element of 9(RP2”; Z,,,); it obviously lifts to (4). 
The opposite direction is now obvious. If 3{$ : Y + R P$> ~9% Pzn; Z,,,) such 
that ~({I,!J}) = (Y then, in particular, the action of the group of the double cover on ? 
defines an orientation-reversing involution on ?, and (?} = CY E @z is clear. 0 
We now consider the map of local surgery sequences induced by p : S*” -+ RP2”. 
The map r discussed above is the map induced on structure sets, there is a similar 
map induced on normal sets. We will need the following: 
Claim 5.4. JV([WP~~; Z,,,) - [RP2”, G/Gc2,1. 
Proof. There is a long exact sequence for the normal set of non-simply-connected 
local surgery target space X similar to sequence (3) [8]. The new sequence differs 
from the previous one, in that the obstruction groups can be shown to be 
MS%F,&K(riX, 1); Z,,,/Z, w). This is defined as the fiber of localization of a 
bordism theory (just as before), where w : r,Y + h, is the orientation character 
and MSgk(Y; w) is bordism classes of %Y-manifolds with an orientation given on 
the double cover corresponding to o [B]. In our situation X = R’P*“, w = the 
nontrivial map rIRP2n + Z, and K(r,X, 1) = RP”. Given any smooth manifold 
Mk there exists a unique (up to homotopy) map f : M + RP” classifying the first 
Stiefel-Whitney class (the orientation character). Clearly w,(M) = w 0 f * : a,M 
+ 7,. Since orientation characters behave well with respect to cobordisms we see 
that the double covers have the appropriate orientations. Hence, there is an 
isomorphism MO, + MSO,(R P”; w). 
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Of course, MO, is a sum of 77,‘s for all k (as 2. M = &I4 X I>>. Therefore 
localization at 2 has no effect and the fiber of the localization is contractible. This 
shows that the groups MSO,(RP”; Z&Z, w) = 0, Vk. The claim follows. •I 
We get then a commutative diagram of exact sequences: 
0 - 0522 
I9 
d 7r2,(G/0,,) - L2n42,) 
7 
I 
P* 
I 
0 
Y(RP2"; Z(,,) A 
I 
W2"; WOoI -2 J5,,@(,,[&1) 
Given (Y E O$? such that LY has a representative 2 with a free, orientation-revers- 
ing involution T, the lemma implies (Y = r(+ : Z/T + RP$) and commutativity of 
the diagram then implies that v(a) =p* 0 ~($1. 
Claim 5.5. [RP2”; G/O] I---) [RP2”; G/Oa,], and the map fits into a commuta- 
tive square: 
rr,,(G/O) h 72nW0(2)) 
P* 
1 
P* 
[RP2”; G/O] + 
I 
_ tRP2”; G/O4 
Proof. The commutativity of the diagram is the functorality of the maps involved; 
p* is induced by the projection p : S2” + RP2” and A is induced by localization. 
To verify the isomorphism of groups of homotopy classes, consider the obstruction 
to lifting a map f : RP2” --j G/O,,, to G/O. This lies in the cohomology of RP’” 
with coefficients in the homotopy groups of the fiber of G/O + G/0(,,. As this 
fiber has only odd-torsion homotopy groups, and the integral cohomology of RP2” 
is Z, or 0 in every dimension, the obstructions lie in trivial groups. The same can 
be done for lifts of homotopies of such maps. This clearly shows that A is both 
onto and one-to-one. 0 
Under this isomorphism 144) corresponds to an element /3 E [RP2”; G/O] 
such that A 0 p*(p) = Y((Y>. 
Next we have a commutative map of sequences imilar to (5) which is again well 
behaved by the definitions. 
L%[w P2n; Z,,,) L [RP2”; G/OC2,1 e &&&I> 
1 I h s I E 
y [RP2”; G/O] 8 
I 
9(RP2”; z> &@[~,I) 
Since 8 0 V(C#J> = 0 implies that 19(p) = 0, there exists an element (1c, : Q + RP2”] E 
27(K! P2n; 23 such that v(e)= p. That is, Q is a homotopy RP2” such that Q (the 
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double cover) is a homotopy sphere with I([o]) = a (this is true by tracing the 
above diagrams). Since 0 has an involution given by the action of the group of the 
cover, Lemma 2.1 implies that [o] is an even-torsion element of O,,. Our analysis 
of s : og + o,, then shows that in fact s(a) = [e]. This finishes the proof of 
Proposition 5.1. Combining Lemma 4.1 and the proposition we get the following, 
of which Corollary 1.4 is a direct result. 
Theorem 5.6. If 59 = Diff, CY E 0,” (‘) has a representative with free, orientation-revers- 
ing involution if and only if s(a) E O,,, does. 
Remark 5.7. Note that as a consequence, in the smooth case the result of Liiffler 
[5] is at least correct up to Z(,,-homology h-cobordism. 
Remark 5.8. For homology-trivial group actions, extension across homology collars 
[9], often enables one to reduce the existence question for group actions to the 
homology h-cobordism question studied here. This remains an open question in 
the homology-nontrivial case. 
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